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to use Jinja2 for rendering page without using forms I want to render a page that contain something like
below : {% for title in titles %} {{ title.title|safe }} {% endfor %} But I don't want to use any form for
rendering this page. Is there a way to do this? A: The problem is that the "title" is a property in the
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Cervicofacial Nerves at the Masseteric Line. The anterior two thirds of the lateral mandible houses two
important subcutaneous cranial nerves. These are the infra- and supramasseteric nerves, which transmit
sensation, as well as the superficial and deep branches of the facial nerve, which innervate the masseter,
zygomaticus, buccinator, marginal mandibular, anterior belly of the digastric, and posterior belly of the
digastric muscles. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the morphologic course of the facial nerve
branches through the anterior two thirds of the lateral mandible. This is accomplished by an imaging
review of the high-resolution computed tomography scans and cone beam computed tomography scans
performed at the masseteric line in 106 cadaveric heads. This is followed by a review of the anatomy,
function, and clinical anatomy of these nerves. For the radiologist, the analysis of the facial nerve
branches as they traverse the anterior lateral mandible is an important means of further identifying these
nerves on computed tomography imaging.
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The present invention relates to a
storage apparatus. 2. Description
of the Related Art A magnetic disk
apparatus is known as a storage
apparatus to store a large amount
of data. Magnetic disks are used as
the storage medium of a magnetic
disk apparatus. Recent magnetic
disk apparatuses employ a
magnetic disk on which a magnetic
film layer is formed on a glass disk
or plastic plate as the storage
medium. The magnetic disk
apparatus is assembled into an
enclosure or device. The enclosure
is provided with a spindle motor
for rotating the magnetic disk. In



the conventional magnetic disk
apparatus, the magnetic disk is
held by and fixed to the top plate
of the enclosure. The enclosure is
provided with a terminal for
externally connecting the magnetic
disk apparatus to an external
circuit. The terminal is a connector
electrically and mechanically
connecting the magnetic disk
apparatus to the external circuit.
The magnetic disk apparatus is
connected to an external circuit
through the terminal. However,
the inventors of the present
invention considered that there
were problems with the prior art



described above. In the
conventional magnetic disk
apparatus, the magnetic disk is
held by and fixed to the top plate
of the enclosure. Therefore, the
space is required for fixing the
magnetic disk and connecting it to
the terminal. If the area on the top
plate of the enclosure for fixing the
magnetic disk and connecting it
04aeff104c
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